To address the increasing requirements of the semiconductor industry for accurate measurement of small features, Critical Dimensions (CD) Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) is being considered. GISAXS offers fast, surface sensitive measurements from which relevant structural parameters can be reconstructed. However, an essential limitation for the practical application is the large measurement spot size resulting from the shallow incidence angle.
INTRODUCTION
Smaller feature sizes and complex geometries in lithographic manufacturing put increasing demands on the metrology tools of the semiconductor industry, accelerating the search for alternative measurement methods.
1
Critical Dimension Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (CD-SAXS) is being considered due to the high sensitivity, the well-known scattering contrast and the ability to reconstruct complex average geometries of ensembles of structures.
1-3 CD-SAXS is used in two different geometries with distinct advantages and disadvantages. In transmission SAXS, the X-ray shines through the sample, while in grazing incidence SAXS (GISAXS) the X-ray shines on the sample under a very shallow incidence angle α i close to the angle of total external reflection (see figure 1 a) . From the measurement geometries, some differences are readily apparent. In transmission SAXS, the X-ray has to penetrate the whole sample, which leads to strong absorption for thick samples, necessitating long measurement times and bright X-ray sources operating at high photon energies. Also, internal structuring of the substrate can lead to additional scattering, complicating the analysis of the measurement. In contrast, in GISAXS the thickness of the sample is irrelevant, since the X-rays only penetrate (depending on the incident angle and the sample materials) a few hundred nm into the sample, and measurement close to conditions of total external reflection ensures much stronger scattering signals compared to transmission SAXS. 4, 5 However, the GISAXS geometry also leads to an enlargement of the X-ray spot size on the sample and thus to a large measured area. While the large spot size is advantageous if an average over a large, uniform sample region is measured (such as in memory manufacturing), many applications rely on the measurement of smaller targets. A monochromatic X-ray beam with a wavevector ki impinges on the sample surface at a grazing incidence angle αi. The elastically scattered wavevector k f propagates along the exit angle α f and the azimuthal angle θ f . The sample can be rotated around the z-axis by the angle ϕ. The second grating target is rotated around the z-axis by the angle ∆β with respect to the first target. b) SEM top-view of sample S2. The grating target (top right) is surrounded by horizontal and vertical blocks of randomized lengths. The direction of the target grating lines is rotated in the sample plane by the angle ∆β with respect to the surrounding blocks.
target signal can be separated from the strong background signal of the surroundings. 6 This is only possible if the target and its surroundings differ sufficiently to lead to scattering into well-separated angles. Usually however, the metrology targets should closely resemble other structures on a wafer to be as close to the actually relevant sample parameters as possible. A possible solution is to change the predominant direction (for gratings: the grating line direction) of the targets, as even slight misalignments between the direction of the incident X-ray beam and the predominant direction create large changes in the resulting scattering pattern, 7, 8 so that small changes to the design of metrology targets allow the separation of the target signal from the background signal of the surroundings.
Here, we show measurements of a sample with targets at many different rotations (S1) and of another sample comprised of a rotated target surrounded by randomized structures with a predominant direction (S2). We also discuss the impact of different design choices for the parameters target size and target rotation for the minimum measurement time and amount of information obtained from a single measurement.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Samples
To investigate the feasibility of the proposed measurement scheme for different sample parameters, two samples were prepared. Sample S1 consists of 40 µm × 40 µm area grating targets with pitch p = 250 nm. A total of 1360 grating targets are arranged in a field on a 80 µm grid. The gratings are rotated in-plane by an angle β (see figure  1 a) , ranging from β = 0
• to β = 180
• in steps of 6
• . In the field grating targets with β = n6
• with n even are only 3 each, while for n odd there are about 90 targets each. The results obtained from the measurements of S1 are discussed in section 3.
Sample S2 consists of a 15 µm × 15 µm area Si grating target with pitch p = 100 nm and a nominal line height of h = 100 nm with line width (CD) w = 45 nm, surrounded by 100 µm × 100 µm ordered but randomized structures with the same pitch, with the grating orientation rotated by ∆β = 10
• with respect to the orientation of the surroundings, see figure 1 b). We described the sample in detail previously.
6 S2 was fabricated by electron beam lithography on a Vistec EBPG5000+ using positive resist ZEP520A on silicon substrates, followed by • aligned with the incident X-ray beam. The grating semi-circle shows a lot of overlapping signals, and extraction of meaningful details is impossible. b) ϕ = 0
• , with only 3 uniform targets per field with β = 0
• aligned with the incident X-ray beam. The faint signal of three 40 µm × 40 µm grating targets on the grating semi-circle is clearly separated from the signals of gratings with β = ±6
• which are confined near the specular axis.
reactive ion etching with SF 6 and C 4 F 8 and resist stripping with an oxygen plasma treatment. 9 Results from measurements of S2 are presented in section 4.
GISAXS Experiments
The experiments were conducted at the four-crystal monochromator (FCM) beamline 10 in the laboratory 11 of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) at the electron storage ring BESSY II. This beamline covers the photon energy range from 1.75 keV to 10 keV. By using a beam-defining 0.52 mm diameter pinhole about 150 cm before the sample position and a scatter guard 1 mm diameter pinhole about 10 cm before the sample, the beam spot size was about 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm at the sample position with minimal parasitic scattering. Both pinholes are low-scatter SCATEX germanium pinholes (Incoatec GmbH, Germany). This setup was used for the measurements of sample S1. For the measurement of sample S2, the beam spot size was reduced to about 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm by using a beam-defining 100 µm diameter Pt pinhole (Plano GmbH, Germany) and an adjustable slit system with low-scatter blades (XENOCS, France) as a scatter guard.
The GISAXS setup at the FCM beamline consists of a sample chamber 12 and the SAXS setup of the HelmholtzZentrum Berlin (HZB). 13 The sample chamber is equipped with a goniometer which allows sample movements in all directions with a resolution of 3 µm as well as rotations around all sample axes with an angular resolution of 0.001
• . The SAXS setup allows moving an in-vacuum Pilatus 1M area detector, 14 reaching sample-to-detector distances from about 2 m to about 4.5 m and exit angles up to about 2
• . Along the whole beam path including the sample site, high vacuum (pressure below 10 −4 mbar) is maintained.
SELECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF SMALL METROLOGY TARGETS IN A TARGET FIELD
Sample S1 was measured at different rotations ϕ in order to align the incident beam to targets with different β.
With the beam width of about 0.5 mm and the field width of about 3 mm, the beam illuminates about 15 % of the field at once, corresponding to about 200 targets. When the incident beam is aligned to a grating target, the grating diffraction orders lie on a semi-circle 8 and even small misalignments lead to a large deviation from this semi-circle. once with ϕ = β = 6
• (a) and aligned to only 3 targets in a field with ϕ = β = 0 • (b). As expected, the scattering of the aligned targets is on the semi-circle, while the scattering of all other targets is confined to an area close to the specular axis. For the higher grating diffraction orders, the scattering of the aligned targets is therefore well-separated from the signal of all other targets. Thus, the weak signal of the three targets per field with β = 0
• can be separated from the scattering of the other about 200 illuminated targets with β = 0
• per field.
With a given X-ray source with photon flux Φ inc and beam sectional area A inc , the number of photons n t hitting a target with area A t is
with the exposure time t and the incident angle α i . For a reliable reconstruction of relevant structural parameters of gratings from GISAXS measurements, the intensity of the grating diffraction orders needs to be measured with a relative uncertainty of about 5 %. With modern noise-free pixel-counting detectors, the uncertainty in the measurement of small signals is governed by Poisson statistics, such that we need on the order of 500 photons in each grating diffraction order. With typical relative intensities of 1 · 10 −4 of the diffraction orders, we need about n t ≈ 5 · 10 6 photons hitting the target for a reliable reconstruction of grating parameters. From this, we can estimate the required measurement time t depending on the incoming photon flux density Φ inc /A inc and the target area A t ; the results are shown in figure 3 . These theoretical calculations are confirmed by our measurement of three 40 µm × 40 µm targets ( fig. 2 b) , where we measured intensities of about 10 s −1 per grating diffraction order, leading to more than 500 photons in under 1 min, as estimated in figure 3 . Modern, high-flux laboratory x-ray sources also reach photon flux densities of Φ inc /A inc ≈ 1 · 10 10 /(s mm 2 ), 16 meaning that general GISAXS measurements on moderately small targets (side length l > 20 µm) are possible in under 1 min, while very small targets (l < 20 µm) need longer measurement times.
Further reductions in minimal measurement times, apart from the development of higher-flux X-ray sources, could be achieved when the grating diffraction efficiency is enhanced or the requirements on the measurement uncertainties are relaxed. The grating diffraction efficiency can be enhanced dramatically when the incident angle α i is at or below the critical angle of total external reflection α c of the substrate material (α i ≤ α c ). Unfortunately, measuring with a small α i limits the number of grating diffraction orders visible above the horizon, especially for gratings with a small pitch p. Therefore, measuring at α i = α c can only be used when the grating pitch is large or only a limited number of grating diffraction orders need to be measured. The requirements on the measurement uncertainties can be relaxed in particular if there is already a lot of information available guiding the reconstruction of the grating, or only certain parameters need to be reconstructed. For example, in the common case of dense line patterns with a 1:1 duty cycle, the uncertainty requirements can often be relaxed. If the line width w = p/2, all odd grating diffraction orders vanish, which yields a higher sensitivity for w in the reconstruction, relaxing the uncertainty requirements on the measurement.
MEASUREMENT OF SMALL METROLOGY TARGET IN RANDOMIZED SURROUNDINGS
We measured sample S2 as reported previously, 6 and successfully separated the signals of the surroundings from the signal of small grating targets, which was possible because the targets are rotated in the sample plane with respect to the direction of the surroundings. Sample S2 was manufactured such, that the rotational distance ∆β between the predominant direction of the surroundings and the target grating direction was ∆β = 10
• , enough to completely suppress the signal of the surrounding when the incident beam is aligned to the grating target, and vice versa. Effectively, we take measurements of the scattering of the target alone or the surrounding alone by aligning the incident X-ray beam. However, the ∆β used in this demonstration was very high and for applications in semiconductor metrology, it is desirable that the metrology targets are as similar to the actual structures as possible. Therefore, we investigate the minimum ∆β requirements for the separation of the signals of small grating targets from the signals of their surroundings. For this, we construct the expected scattering of a sample with different rotational distances ∆β from aligned and misaligned measurements of the target and surroundings, as show in figure 4 . Using this, we construct expected GISAXS measurements for three different rotational distances ∆β =1.0
• , 0.5 • and 0.2 • (figure 5 a) and extract vertical line cuts along the second diffraction order ( figure 5 b) . From the vertical line cuts, it is clear that for our sample, ∆β = 0.5
• is enough to separate the target signal from • the signals can still be distinguished, while at ∆β = 0.2 • the signal of the surrounding fully buries the target signal. For clarity, the white boxes in a) indicating the integration area for the line cuts are plotted wider than they actually are.
the background produced by the surroundings, but for ∆β = 0.2
• this separation is unfeasible. As can be seen from figure 5 a), the separation of the signals increases for higher grating diffraction orders. While the signal of the second diffraction order is separable at ∆β = 0.5
• , the signals of the first diffraction order overlap and a separation of the signal of all diffraction orders is only possible at ∆β = 1.0
• .
To estimate the minimal ∆β necessary for a GISAXS measurement, we derive a formula for the number of measurable diffraction orders n meas . For small rotated targets, we can assume that the main problem in the separation of the signals is the elongation of the grating diffraction orders due to the small line length. The vertical full width at half maximum FWHM of the grating diffraction orders is:
with the incident X-ray wavelength λ and the target side length l. The distance between the signal of the surrounding and the target signal ∆α f at least needs to be larger than the FWHM to enable separation of the signals. For a given ∆β, we can calculate ∆α f for the nth grating diffraction order as 8, 17 ∆α f = α f,surr − α f,tar = arcsin
with the target and surrounding grating pitch p. With FWHM ≤ |∆α f | and using the small-angle approximation sin α f = α f we obtain
We calculate n meas for different ∆β and side lengths l, see figure 6 . We use the parameters from our measurement of S2 and parameters for smaller gratings in part a) and b), respectively. As can be seen, a compromise between small target sizes and small rotations is necessary, but comparably small rotations of ∆β = 0.2 • are possible for targets with size 40 µm × 40 µm. The number of measurable diffraction orders n meas obviously also strongly depends on other factors, namely the pitch p (smaller pitches lead to more orders hidden below the horizon), the incident angle α i (higher α i leads to more orders visible above the horizon), the X-ray wavelength λ (smaller wavelengths lead to more orders visible above the horizon) and the surroundings (very rough or irregular surroundings lead to higher background signal and thus less separable diffraction orders). However, the pitch is usually fixed by the application, the X-ray wavelength by the source (at least for lab sources) and α i can not be increased without sacrificing grating diffraction efficiency, i.e. measurement speed.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that using CD-GISAXS, the measurement of small metrology targets in structured surroundings is possible, if the surroundings and the target have a predominant direction and the target is rotated in the sample plane with respect to the surroundings. Additionally, we discussed the measurement times for small, micrometersized grating targets and the minimal rotation of the target depending on target sizes. For 50 µm × 50 µm grating targets, a single measurement achieving relative uncertainties for the diffraction efficiency of less than 5 % is possible in tens of seconds using a bright laboratory source, and in under a second using an undulator source at a synchrotron radiation facility. To separate the signal of a 50 µm × 50 µm grating target from the signal of its surroundings, a rotation of about 0.2
• is necessary, and larger rotations simplify the data evaluation for difficult surroundings. For smaller targets, significantly larger rotations are necessary. The presented method relies on the surroundings having a clearly defined predominant direction, which is fulfilled for virtually all applications in the semiconductor industry. Therefore, we think that the described technique offers a significant step forward for the use of CD-GISAXS in the semiconductor industry for all applications where the design of metrology targets can be changed as described.
